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San Miguel de Allende (SMA) is a colonial city of about 80,000 

inhabitants1  located in central Mexico, 274 kilometers northwest 

from the country’s capital. In recent years, it has become a sort 

of “melting pot”, with over 15% of its residents coming from over 

30 countries around the world, attracted largely by its benevo-

lent weather conditions and its vibrant artistic and cultural scene 

(Jaramillo, 2007).

In 2008, its international recognition was enhanced after the 

UNESCO named its downtown area a World Heritage Site. (UN-

ESCO, 2008) This appointment was regarded as a great accom-

plishment in route to the city’s internationalization; however, like 

many cities in other parts of the planet, it still has numerous issues 

that need to be solved before becoming a true World Class des-

tination.

The city’s pleasant weather, blue skies and picturesque land-

scapes often make its residents forget the various environmen-

tal, social and economic challenges that have resulted from a 

combination of poor urban planning practices, questionable 

decision making, and a lack of legislation enforcement from the 

authorities.

Amongst these challenges are the management and quality of 

water resources and the deficient integration of different social 

classes promoted in part by a tangible lack in quantity & quality 

of open and recreational spaces.  

On the same note, the environmental value of San Miguel de 

Allende is under pressure and its urban biodiversity continues to 

deteriorate as a result of the permanent urban growth and the 

unawareness (or indifference) of the general public regarding 

the importance of the environmental services that these ecosys-

tems provide.

The Cachinches Creek, an intermittent stream that runs across 

the city, concentrates all of the above-mentioned challenges in 

one location and therefore becomes an ideal study candidate 
 1 This number includes only urban residents. The total population of the 
municipality is 160,359 inhabitants. (INEGI[a], 2010)
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for the promotion of sustainable strategies as the solution to the 

current situation.

01.1 Objectives
The primary objective of Cachinches GreCo is to sustainably 

restore, strengthen, and protect the ecological value of the 

Cachinches Creek while promoting its recreational use for the 

benefit of the entire municipality. 

In order to fulfill this overreaching goal, the proposal will have 

two central targets:

1.Water Resource Management in the Cachinches Creek, in-

cluding: 

• Recreating the original perennial water flow with 

the intention of restoring the riparian habitats and 

enhancing the overall environmental quality of this 

location;

• Refining the Creek’s performance as a natural 

storm water management system through the use 

of Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) principles.

• Improving water quality through phytoremediation 

services in favor of downstream receptacles (and 

thus the eventual end users of this water).

2.The development of design principles for a Linear (metropoli-

tan) Park along the entire length of the creek guided by the 

philosophy of the One Living Planet Framework (OPL) with the 

firm intention of:

• Providing a new quality and sustainable public 

space for the residents (and visitors) of San Miguel 

de Allende;

• Aiding in the eradication of segregation of the dif-

ferent social groups;

• Disseminating sustainable knowledge to the com-

munity.

These targets have the final purpose of demonstrating and rais-

ing awareness of the vast potential of sustainable development 

practices to regenerate a specific urban area while the out-
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comes of this Thesis study should be regarded as initial steps 

towards the development of a Restoration Plan and a Design 

Masterplan for a linear park along the Cachinches Creek. 

Water Sensitive Urban Design
Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) is an interdisciplinary ap-

proach in urban design that promotes sustainable storm wa-

ter management solutions with the intention of enhancing the 

natural water cycle in urban environments. The following is a list 

of goals endorsed by Water Sensitive Urban Design:

• Protection of natural water systems within urban 

developments;

• Protection of the water quality by using filtration 

and retention techniques;

• Reduction of storm water runoff and peak flows 

by using local detention and retention measures 

and minimizing impervious areas;

• Reduction of drainage infrastructure and the re-

lated development costs, whilst improving sus-

tainability and amenity of urban areas; and

• Integration of storm water management into the 

landscape by incorporating multiple use corri-

dors that contribute to the visual and recreation-

al amenity of urban areas (Victoria Stormwater 

Committee, 1999).

Some Water Sensitive Urban Design application options in-

clude rainwater harvesting and reuse, storm water detention 

and infiltration systems and storm water conveyance systems, 

amongst others (Hoyer, Dickhaut, Kronawitter, & Weber, 2011). 

There is a variety of technical elements used to fulfill the objec-

tives of WSUD, some of them are:

• Bioretention systems like canals, swales, trenches 

and ponds

• Green Roofs and Green Walls

• Rain gardens

• Wetlands

• Porous pavements (Hoyer, Dickhaut, Kronawitter, 

& Weber, 2011).
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One Planet Living 

One Planet Living, formulated by BioRegional in conjunction 
with the WWF, is a vision of a world in which people live a hap-
py, healthy life, within the natural limits of the planet. It is based 
on ten fundamental principles that provide a base for a frame-
work to make sustainability affordable for all (BioRegional De-
velopment Group, 2012).

The ten principles that shape the OPL initiative are:

Table 1 OPL Principles. (WWF, 2012)

5. Local and sustainable Food: Choosing low 
impact, local, seasonal and organic diets 
and reducing food waste.

6. Sustainable Water: Using water more ef-
ficiently in buildings and in the products 
we buy; tackling local flooding and wa-
tercourse pollution.

7. Land Use and Wildlife: Protecting and re-
storing biodiversity and natural habitats 
through appropriate land use and inte-
gration into the built environment.

8. Culture and Heritage: Reviving local iden-
tity and wisdom; supporting and partici-
pating in the arts.

9. Equity and Local Economy: Creating bi-
oregional economies that support fair 
employment, inclusive communities and 
international fair trade.

10. Health and Happiness: Encouraging ac-
tive, sociable, meaningful lives to pro-
mote good health and well being.

1. Zero Carbon: Making buildings more ener-
gy efficient and delivering all energy with 
renewable technologies.

2. Zero Waste: Reducing waste, reusing 
where possible, and ultimately sending 
zero waste to landfill.

3. Sustainable Transport: Encouraging low 
carbon modes of transport to reduce 
emissions, reducing the need to travel.

4. Sustainable Materials: Using sustainable 
healthy products, with low embodied en-
ergy, sourced locally, made from renew-
able or waste resources.

The OPL initiative originated as a framework for housing de-
velopments, however, its 10 principles can be adapted and 
should be applied to any new development, regardless of its 
nature. Cachinches GreCo will favor all these principles in its 
design proposal and final recommendations.
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01.2 Justification of the Project

The periphery around urban San Miguel de Allende still holds 

significant environmental value; especially the habitats that 

can be found around the Picachos Mountain range as well 

as the Rio Laja and more recently the protected area of “El 

Charco del Ingenio”. However, the urban landscape is gener-

ally stressed and the forthcoming expansion of the city (with 

current practices) poses a severe threat to the environmental 

quality of the whole municipality. 

The overexploitation of the regional aquifer (with a Degree of 

Pressure over renewable water exceeding 78% (Municipio de 

San Miguel de Allende, 2011)) will lead to its imminent exhaus-

tion in less than 10 years, leaving surface waters as the main 

source of clean water for San Miguel de Allende (EcoSystem 

Sciences Foundation, 2008). As stated in an urban environ-

mental report for San Miguel de Allende, conducted in 2008 

by EcoSystem Sciences: “San Miguel de Allende’s tributary ri-

parian corridors and arroyos are the single most important as 

aspect of the landscape, the health of the environment and, 

consequently, the health of the people. (EcoSystem Sciences 

Foundation, 2008).”

Furthermore, the report states that the protection and restora-

tion of the existing riparian corridors is critical towards revers-

ing the poor water conditions and that the first important step 

is recognizing these corridors in order to include them in the 

plans for future urban development.

Keeping in mind these statements and recognizing its particu-

lar geographic position in the hydraulic network of San Miguel 

de Allende, the regeneration of the Cachinches Creek be-

comes a strategic project in views of improving the quality of 

downstream flows for the benefit of the entire municipality and 

surrounding areas. 

The restoration of the Cachinches Creek is also important to 

the ecological wellbeing of Presa Allende, which serves a va-

riety of functions including limited leisure activities like water-
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sports and fishing, but most importantly serves as a significant 

water source for irrigation of agricultural fields in the area: it 

services 11,400 hectares in the region (Municipio de San Miguel 

de Allende, 2011). 

Restoring the Creek is equally important to the health of the Rio 

Laja and its watershed (given that it receives outflows directly 

from the Allende dam and whose ecological services have siz-

able impacts in the region; this water body supports important 

biodiversity habitats and recharges the aquifer, delivering im-

portant potable water sources for many communities through-

out the state of Guanajuato (Putney, 2006).

Furthermore, the regeneration of the Creek will result in the cre-

ation of new biodiversity habitats in the urban area promoting 

a direct link (ecological corridor) between the protected area 

of “El Charco del Ingenio” and the Allende Dam.

Finally, the development of design principles for a linear park 

along the Cachinches Creek will create the possibility to make 

this site a significant asset to San Miguel de Allende, providing 

new quality aesthetic, environmental, recreational and edu-

cational amenities that can aid with the city’s goal of interna-

tional consolidation.
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The current state of the Cachinches Creek has been deter-

mined by a variety of factors including its geographic loca-

tion and the local climatic conditions but most importantly the 

poorly planned and many times uncontrolled urban growth 

along its banks as well as the construction of upstream reser-

voirs more than a century ago. The following chapter portrays 

the situation that characterizes the creek, starting with its set-

ting and continuing with a brief historical background. 

02.1 Setting

San Miguel de Allende
San Miguel de Allende (SMA) is the fourth largest municipality 

of Guanajuato State, in an area known as “El Bajío” or lowland, 

with a territorial extension of 1,537.19 km2. It is located in cen-

tral Mexico, 274 kilometers northwest from Mexico City and 97 

kilometers southeast of Guanajuato capital.  The city lies on the 

Mexican Plateau on a small tributary of the Laja River at an av-

erage altitude of 1,910 meters above sea level (Encyclopedia 

Britannica Inc., 2012).

02. CONTEXT
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San Miguel de Allende

Guanajuato

Mexico

Municipal Head 
(urban area)

Figure 1 San Miguel de Allende, Location Map.  (Angel J. , 2012)
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Climatic Conditions

San Miguel de Allende is located in a dry temperate area or 

Arid, steppe, hot arid region according (BSh) to the Köppen 

Geiger classification (Kottek, Grieser, Beck, Rudolf, & Rubel, 

2006).

while July has typically been the month with most rainfall. The 

municipality has a rainfall that oscillates between 460 and 

640mm per year with an annual average temperature ranging 

18° to 22°C (Municipio de San Miguel de Allende, 2011).  

The average rainfall from 1971 to 2000, in data collected by the 

National Meteorological Service, was 573.9 mm/year and the 

evaporation rate, for the same period of time was 1823.9mm/

year (Servicio Meteorológico Nacional, 2000).

Figure 2 San Miguel de Allende, Köppen Geiger Map. (Kottek, Grieser, Beck, 
Rudolf, & Rubel, 2006)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec TOT 
14.8 6.1 6.5 17.2 38.5 100.9 142.6 98 89.4 40 11.7 8.2 573.9 

 

Table 2 Average precipitations per month in mm, 
1971-2000. (Angel J. , 2012)

This type of weather is characterized by constant wind circula-

tion, which results in low overcast skies. San Miguel de Allende 

has moderately cold and dry winters and relatively hot and 

wet summers. From October until May, precipitations are rare 

Demographic dynamics

The 2010 statistics conducted by the INEGI state that San 

Miguel de Allende has a population of 160,359 inhabitants, out 

of which approximately 50% live in urban areas and the rest 

in small villages or rural areas that sometimes lack basic infra-

structure services (INEGI, 2010).
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In its recent history, San Miguel de Allende has attracted a wide 

variety of expats and Mexican nationals who are attracted by 

the city’s reputation as a quiet and tranquil destination, yet 

vibrant cultural and artistic hub in the middle.

Today, it is expected that around 15,000 residents of more than 

30 foreign nationalities call San Miguel de Allende their home. 

This phenomenon has brought an array of positive impacts in 

the development of the city, but it has also resulted in an ex-

cessive speculation of land and home properties, which has 

contributed to the vast segregation of social classes that is very 

evident today.

These sizeable socioeconomic differences between the rich 

and the poor are very evident across the city, where peo-

ple can find humble self constructed houses and flashy large 

homes as well as irregular/illegal settlements and planned 

high-end suburban neighborhoods. 

UNESCO’s World Heritage Site

San Miguel de Allende is the only municipality in the country 

that has two World Heritage sites recognized by the UNESCO; 

the head of the municipality (or downtown San Miguel de Al-

lende) and the Atotonilco Sanctuary, located some 15km 

northwest of the city center. 

Its strategic geographic location allowed the city to be a melt-

ing pot since its early colonial days, as the UNESCO states in 

its website dedicated to San Miguel de Allende: “San Miguel 

de Allende constitutes an exceptional example of the inter-

change of human values; due to its location and functions, 

the town acted as a melting pot where Spaniards, Creoles and 

Amerindians exchanged cultural influences, something reflect-

ed in the tangible and intangible heritage” (UNESCO, 2008).

This appointment has increased the development of the re-

gion as a touristic attraction and has propelled the growth of 

San Miguel de Allende. However, this dynamic, with current 

practices, represents a threat to the municipality’s natural 

resources, especially the overstressed water resources of the 

area.
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Project Location

Waterbodies

Urban Area  

Railtrack

Colonias Dam

Obraje Creek

Obraje Dam

“Las Cachinches” Creek

Ignacio Allende Dam

Bordo San Carlos

“La Longaniza” Creek

Figure 3 Project Location: “Las Cachinches Creek” (Angel J. , 2012)
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Arroyo Las Cachinches

Arroyo Las Cachinches is a natural creek that conducts up-

stream runoff into one of the largest water bodies of the area: 

La Presa Allende  (Allende Dam). The prolonged dry periods 

and the high evaporation rate in the area, combined with 

the construction of upstream storm water retention reservoirs, 

have resulted in the Cachinches Creek becoming an intermit-

tent stream whose flow depends largely on runoff water pro-

ceeding from the Obraje Dam. 

Today, the small canyon at the bottom of the Obraje Dam, 

located just northeast of downtown San Miguel de Allende is 

the origin of the Cachinches Creek. The creek, with its average 

width of 38 meters, runs for a distance of approximately 7 km, 

most of which goes through the urban area, before disappear-

ing in the Ignacio Allende Dam on the west side of the city. 

Before runoff water reaches the Obraje Dam, it stops at two 

other reservoirs; first Bordo San Carlos and then Las Colonias 

Dam, all located about 1.5-2 kms from each other. Arroyo la 

Longaniza is the tributary that provides water from the high-

Figure 5 Las Colonias Dam, Aerial View. (Baum, 2011)Figure 4 Obraje Dam Outflow. (microxesq, 2010)
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land to these reservoirs; it collects the water from upstream 

fields and Rancherias  (rural villages) as well as the northeast-

ern gorges in the Picachos mountain range. (Meagher, 2007).

Through the Ignacio Allende dam, the Cachinches Creek is a 

tributary of the Rio Laja watershed (Figure 6), which as men-

tioned earlier, is a significant source of water for agricultural 

irrigation in the region. This watershed forms part of Hydrologic 

Region XII: the Lerma-Chapala-Santiago region (Municipio de 

San Miguel de Allende, 2011)

Figure 6 Rio Laja Watershed. (Ortega-Guerrero, 2009)
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“La Longaniza” Creek

Agricultural Fields being 
fed with polluted water 
from the Ignacio Allende Dam.

Polluted water from the entire 
channeling network are received
by the Ignacio Allende Dam.

Agricultural products from 
these fields could pose a 
serious health threat to the 
community who consums them.

“El Obraje” Creek

 “San Carlos” Dam

“Las Colonias” Dam

“El Obraje” Dam

“Ignacio Allende” Dam

“LAS CACHINCHES” CREEK

Urban Runoff reaches the 
Cachinches Creek as the result 
of the city’s natural topographic
conditions and the low permeability 
of its streets.

Runoff from the 
upper areas and raw 
sewage from rural 
communities initiaties 
the water channeling
path that empties in the
Ignacio Allende Dam.

Figure 7 Stormwater Management through 
the Cachinches Creek - Current Situation 
(Angel M. and Angel J., 2012)
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02.2 Historical Background

Previous to the overexploitation of the water resources in San 

Miguel de Allende, the city had 3 main springs/waterholes 

and the Cachinches Creek carried a constant, although not 

substantial, water flow. One originated in El Chorro, another 

in El Atascadero and the third in the area that known today 

as El Charco del Ingenio. However, today, these springs do 

not exist anymore in their natural condition; the first two have 

completely disappeared while the third is now an ecological 

preservation site that includes two constructed reservoirs; the 

Colonias and Obraje dams as well as the portion of the Obraje 

creek that connects them. 

These natural springs flowed into the Cachinches Creek at one 

point in history through a variety of streams like the Arroyo de la 

Garita and Arroyo del Atascadero. Natural runoff in the high-

er grounds of the city, but also the water originated in these 

springs, ensured a constant flow at the Cachinches Creek. 

An old map of SMA, dated 1580 shows a predominant stream 

of water in the location of the Cachinches Creek, suggesting a 

perennial flow that came from the Mountain Range that is now 

known as Los Picachos, southeast of the city center.

The Obraje reservoir was constructed during the Colonial pe-

riod and had an important renovation during the times of 

Porfirio Diaz, at the beginning of the XX Century with the pur-

Figure 8 Map of San Miguel Allende in 1580. (unknown, 1580)
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pose of managing storm water derived from the higher part 

of the city. For many years it also provided water for a variety 

of grain mills in the city and to people that rain fed their crops 

around the area. 

Similarly, Las Colonias reservoir was built over a hundred years 

ago to control runoff, however, during its construction a large 

tube was installed to divert water to the “Fábrica la Aurora”. 

This water was used to set in motion the machinery that pro-

duced their textile products.

Today, the water from neither reservoir is being utilized; the Co-

lonias Dam has become a sanctuary for bird species while the 

Obraje Dam only serves the purpose of collecting and storing 

storm water.  

Both reservoirs have accumulated sediments throughout their 

existence and are presently very clogged. Currently, it is esti-

mated that both dams have an average (unclogged) depth 

of 1.5 meters.

Figure 9 View into the Canyon in El Charco del Ingenio. The large tube that 
fed water to Fabrica La Aurora can be appreciated. (Brassawe, 2012)
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This chapter is divided in two main groups that represent two 

scales of physical extend: Urban Elements, which comprise 

components in the entire urban area that directly or indirect-

ly affect the Cachinches Creek and Stream Elements, which 

refer to features found directly at or adjacent to the Creek. 

Both scales are important to generate a good understanding 

of the site’s Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats 

(SWOT), which will serve as a summary to formulate the plan-

ning and design approach.

03.1 Urban Elements

Urban scale issues that impact the Creek’s environmental val-

ue, its functionality as a storm (and waste) water channel as 

well as its potential as a public space include:

Waste Water Management
San Miguel de Allende has Combined Sewer System (CSS) 

connected to a single treatment plant that has a capacity of 

120 litres per second (SAPASMA, 2010) operating with 90% ef-

03. ANALYSIS

ficiency under normal conditions (Periódico Coreo, 2012). The 

CSS services 97% of the homes in the head of the municipality, 

however, the municipality of San Miguel de Allende as a whole, 

is able to cover only 76% of its jurisdiction (INEGI[b], 2010). 

The urban settlements found alongside the Cachinches Creek 

belong to an area serviced by the municipal network but on 

the other hand, many of the small communities located in the 

higher grounds, like Palmita de Landeta (South of El Charco 

del Ingenio), form part of the 24% that is not connected to 

the municipal network. These communities tend to channelize 

their raw sewerage into natural streams, which fluxes eventu-

ally reach the Allende Dam, polluting, and stressing the entire 

conductive path, including the Cachinches Creek.

In 2006 a plan was developed to construct a series of wetlands 

adjacent to El Charco del Ingenio to treat wastewater from 

the Palmita de Landeta community. This wetland system in-

tended to treat an average of 5 l/s of combined sewage be-

fore emptying the clean water into the Colonias Dam (Putney, 
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2006). However, a variety of factors have impeded this project 

to be successful, allowing the untreated flows to find its way 

downstream all the way to the Allende reservoir.

Comparably, in the event of heavy rain, the treatment plant is 

forced to release Combined Sewage Outflow to the Allende 

Dam in order to cope with the exceptional inflow. 

Stormwater Management
Since a Combined Sewer System network services the city, 

most of the stormwater captured in homes has the same des-

tination as the wastewater. However, most of the runoff in the 

public strata, minus evaporation and minimal infiltration, finds 

its way into the various intermittent streams in the city’s water-

shed through gravity where it is again transported primarily to 

the Allende Dam.

The Cachinches Creek is the natural runoff receptacle of a 

number of sub-watersheds across town covering an approxi-

mate area of 2150 hectares (see Figure 10). The rainfall data 

states that the annual water flow that these sub-watersheds 

discharge into the Cachinches Creek during rain events is 

4.69m3/s, resulting from the rainfall of 2.175 liters per second 

per hectare (l/s*ha) multiplied by the area covered by the 12 

sub-watersheds.

Month 
Rainfall 
(mm) 

Rainfall 
(mm/day) 

*Rainfall 
(l/s*ha) 

**Rainfall 
(l/s) 

**Rainfall 
(m3/s) 

Jan 14.8 0.48 0.0555 138.75 0.13875 

Feb 6.1 0.22 0.0255 63.75 0.06375 

Mar 6.5 0.21 0.0243 60.75 0.06075 

Apr 17.2 0.57 0.066 165 0.165 

May 38.5 1.24 0.1435 358.75 0.35875 

Jun 100.9 3.36 0.3889 972.25 0.97225 

Jul 142.6 4.6 0.5324 1331 1.331 

Aug 98 3.16 0.37 925 0.925 

Sep 89.4 2.98 0.345 862.5 0.8625 

Oct 40 1.29 0.149 372.5 0.3725 

Nov 11.7 0.39 0.0451 112.75 0.11275 

Dec 8.2 0.26 0.0301 75.25 0.07525 

Total 573.9       5.44 

* 8.6 mm/day = 1 l/s*ha 
   

** Area covered by the sub-watersheds is 2,500ha 

Table 3 Rainfall in San Miguel de Allende. (Angel J. , 2012)
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Figure 10 Sub-watershed runoff paths along the Cachinches Creek (Angel J. , 2012)
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Figure 11 Hypsometry Map, San Miguel de Allende (Angel J. , 2012)
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Topography

Eighty five percent of the city of San Miguel de Allende has a 

relief with slopes of less than 5°, while the remaining 15% have 

land slopes ranging from 5° (soft) to over 20° (steep) (Municipio 

de San Miguel de Allende, 2011). 

As depicted in Figure 11, the lower areas of the city are lo-

cated in the western portion, near the Allende dam, while the 

highest can be found in the Eastern Region.

Historically, as a result of the topographic characteristics of 

San Miguel de Allende, the Cachinches Creek has always per-

formed a strategic role in channeling upstream rainwater from 

the higher land into the Allende dam. Nevertheless, in the last 

15 years, local residents have witnessed how the creek has not 

been able to cope with the vast runoff flow resulted from ex-

traordinary rainfall events in 1998 and 2010, leading to damag-

ing floods in the lower part of the creek.

In response to the first flood event in 1998, the National Wa-

ter Commission (CONAGUA) appointed the construction of 

retaining walls on both sides of the Creek with the purpose of 

forming a storm water exhaust channel, however, these works 

were left unfinished and in isolation (H. Ayuntamineto de San 

Miguel de Allende, 2011). 

Maintaining current water management practices in addition 

to not modifying (enhancing/restoring) the existent physical 

condition of the Cachinches, provides the chance for future 

flooding disasters in the area around the lower part of the 

creek. 

Figure 12 Damages of the Flooding in 2010. Cachinches Creek, San Miguel 
de Allende. (Arias, 2010)
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Water Quality
As expressed in CONAGUA’s 2011 Water Agenda Report, the 

availability and quality of water is one of Mexico’s major con-

cerns (CONAGUA, 2011). The scarce availability of water in 

the drier regions of Mexico has been accelerated by exten-

sive watershed degradation, creating intense pressure in the 

aquifers with direct implications in the quality of groundwater 

(Treviño Carrillo, 2000). 

San Miguel de Allende, despite its relatively moderate size in 

population, typifies these concerns largely due to the intensive 

agricultural practices across the municipality, which have led 

to the introduction of substances that cause increases in salin-

ity and sodium, altering the alkalinity and pH of the soil of the 

irrigated fields (Carrillo-Rivera, 1996). 

 

With regards to the setting in question, pesticides and other 

agrochemicals used in the crops on the higher grounds are tox-

ic pollutants that are expected to become part of the down-

stream runoff that ultimately reaches important surface water 

sources like the Allende Dam. These pollutants are poisonous to 

aquatic life and can accumulate in the food chain, eventually 

affecting humans (EcoSystem Sciences Foundation, 2008).

On the same note, fertilizers, manure from livestock as well as 

other forms of organic waste from these fields may increase 

nutrient levels in the various runoff receiving water bodies. In-

creased levels of nutrients promote the development of weeds 

and algae, which growth prevents sunlight from reaching 

aquatic plants and thus impede the oxygenation in bottom 

waters (EcoSystem Sciences Foundation, 2008).

Furthermore, urban runoff that reaches the Cachinches Creek 

is likely to contain the following:

• Microbial bacteria;

• Oils, grease and gasoline; 

• Eroded soils and stream banks (EcoSystem Sci-

ences Foundation, 2008).

As a result of the combination of these pollutants, it is anticipat-

ed that the quality of surface water in San Miguel de Allende is 
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at insalubrious levels, posing an evident health threat to entire 

the population. 

Although there are a variety of policies at the National, State 

and Municipal level that govern water quality in Mexico, they 

are many times not met or enforced.  This situation is typified in 

San Miguel de Allende as demonstrated by a field study con-

ducted in May of 2012 by Terry R. Griffith and Janna Y. Owens, 

where an assortment of discharge irregularities were found to 

take place along the entire length of the Cachinches Creek.  

This study will be presented in the following section: 3.2 Stream 

Elements: Illegal Discharges.

Biodiversity  
Land uses and land cover across the municipality has had a 

considerable impact on local wildlife habitats and has pro-

moted the loss of biodiversity in the urban area. Fortunately, 

in recent years the association that runs the protected area 

of El Charco del Ingenio, has been able to gradually restore a 

variety of diversified ecosystems.v

Fauna

Fauna in El Charco de Ingenio belongs to five animal groups 

and includes 156 species of migratory and resident birds, 32 

species of mammals, 18 species of reptiles and amphibians, as 

well as over 100 species of butterflies and more than 10 spe-

cies of dragonflies and damselflies (El Charco del Ingenio AC, 

2012).

Flora

A variety of studies and inventories of the flora in El Charco del 

Ingenio have been carried out. These studies have been able 

to identify 535 species of flora belonging to 85 botanical fami-

lies (El Charco del Ingenio AC, 2012). 

The close proximity to the study area and its direct aquatic link 

via the Colonias Dam and the Obraje Creek brand El Charco 

del Ingenio as a key player in the aspirations of transforming 

the Cachinches Creek into a rich biological corridor that con-

nects the two most significant biodiversity habitats in the city. 
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Zoning and Land Uses
The latest zoning plan issued by the municipality underlines 

the Cachinches Creek as an ecological reserve (Municipio de 

San Miguel de Allende, 2011) area that should cover a section 

of 45 meters along its entire length (H. Ayuntamineto de San 

Miguel de Allende, 2011). 

The current density in the city of San Miguel de Allende is 30.21 

inhabitants per hectare (Municipio de San Miguel de Allen-

de, 2011). However, certain residential areas adjacent to the 

Cachinches Creek have some of the highest density rates in 

the city, specially the popular neighborhoods of San Rafael 

and Cuevitas located at about half-length of the creek. 

Besides residential use, land uses along the creek range from 

services, commercial and even agricultural as well as a small 

portion of natural area at the beginning of the creek on its 

north bank.(see Land Use Plan on the following page)

Services found along the Cachinches include, from east to 

west: an Amphitheatre, 4 schools, an Arts& Design Center, ir-

regular sports fields (football), one small public plaza, the local 

bus station, a hotel, a gas station, the local freight train station 

and the municipal WWTP.

Commercial businesses range from small, family owned con-

venient stores and food shops to a large multinational super-

market and chain restaurants. Similarly, in the zone adjacent 

to the protected historical district, a relatively large area of 

informal shops gives shape to a Tianguis right on top of the 

Cachinches Creek. This informal market neighbors the perma-

nent Mercado de San Juan de Dios, one of the 3 typical Mar-

kets in the city of San Miguel de Allende.

The vegetation at the very beginning of the Creek gives hints 

of what its natural condition, minus the perennial flow, once 

could have been. 

On the west side of the city, the last few kilometers of the 

Cachinches Creek flow through agricultural plots, most of 
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Figure 13 Land Uses along the Cachinches Creek (Angel J. , 2012)
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01. The first portion of the Cachinch-
es Creek, just below the Obraje 
Dam, in its Natural Condition.

02. Fabrica La Aurora, a former tex-
tile factory has now become an Arts 
& Design Center. 

03. Typical Low Density/Middle-High 
income class home along the upper 
part of the Cachinches Creek.

04. Informal shops at the Tianguis 
directly on top of the Cachinches 
Creek. 

06. The local bus station, with re-
gional, national and international 
departures is immediately adjacent 
to the Cachinches Creek.

05. Typical houses along the middle 
section of the Cachinches Creek.

07. Chain supermarkets like Bodega 
Aurrera and small family owned 
stores can be found along the 
Cachinches Creek.

08. Agricultural plots near the Allen-
de Dam are fed with rain water and 
water from the Dam.

Figure 14 Context Images along the Cachinches Creek. (Various Sources, 2010-2012)
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which feed their crops with either rainwater, water from the 

Allende Dam or wastewater contained in channels near the 

creek.

Nowadays, about more than half the length of the creek is im-

mersed within the urban area of San Miguel de Allende. Un-

fortunately, the unplanned and uncontrolled growth of much 

of this area has resulted in a negative, almost non-existent re-

lationship between residents and the creek; many of the self-

made structures neighboring the creek give their back to the 

stream. Similarly, there is very little opportunity to walk along 

the brook and null recreational spaces except for the plaza 

built on top of its middle section, right next to the Tianguis area.

The current land use mixture along the Cachinches can be 

considered just satisfactory in general terms; however, there is 

no defined urban image(s) along the creek. This situation pro-

vides the opportunity for the linear park to shape and consoli-

date character zones and contribute to a better organization 

of land uses in the area.

The fact that the last portion of the Creek has not been over-

taken by residential development should be regarded as an 

asset and creates the possibility to use these plots to create a 

wetland system that serves as one last filtration system for runoff 

carried by the Cachinches before it enters the Allende Dam.

Protected Historic District

The city’s downtown-protected zone touches the Cachinches 

Creek at its westernmost limit, highlighting the relevance of its 

location. This portion of the creek should have an identity of 

its own and should blend with the overall image of the historic 

downtown. 

The preservation of the urban image of the central district plays 

an essential role in the development of San Miguel de Allende, 

as it has a significant influence on its appeal as a tourist center 

while representing a strong element of identity for its residents.
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Downtown San Miguel de Allende is characterized by its nar-

row streets that were not planned for motor traffic, but for the 

passage of horses and carriages representative of the times 

when the city grid was outlined. These narrow streets coupled 

with the colorful facades of its buildings give a special charac-

ter to this area, creating a suitable setting for the proliferation 

of goods and touristic services. However, the physical charac-

teristics of the streets in addition to the attractiveness of the 

area often result in the conglomeration of vehicular traffic, cre-

ating a noisy environment that affects the quality of this space.

This situation could be considered a problem for local citizens 

who appreciate more tranquil places but require to go to this 

area in order to fulfill their cultural and recreational needs. The 

creation of the linear park could provide the quality spaces 

that these residents request and a new leisure alternative for 

the entire population.

Public Spaces
Like many cities across the country developed in the colonial 

era, San Miguel de Allende has a central plaza (relatively small 

in size) called “Jardín Principal”, which is used for social gather-

ing and sometimes also for cultural events and local festivities. 

Across the city, these sorts of plazas have been replicated and 

serve as the main public spaces for the community.

There are limited opportunities in San Miguel de Allende to 

have contact with nature; the Benito Juarez Park constitutes 

Figure 15 San Miguel de Allende’s Historic Downtown preserves a homog-
enous Urban Image. The main Cathedral is only 600 meters away from the 
Cachinches Creek. (Green Traveler Guides, 2010)
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the only green space alternative in the central district and 

while the Charco del Ingenio hosts the greatest selection of 

wildlife habitats in the area, it is still relatively far away from 

downtown. Again, the strategic location of the Cachinches 

Creek proves an asset and inherently converts it in the perfect 

site to develop a much needed city park.

Understanding San Miguel de Allende’s position as a touristic 

hub in central Mexico and recognizing that this sector plays an 

important role in the development of the municipality, the pro-

posal to create a linear park along the Cachinches Creek also 

intends to provide the opportunity to stretch the city’s touristic 

corridor along the entire length of the creek, promoting the 

proliferation of new businesses that would bring an array of 

economic and social benefits to the community.

Connectivity
At a large scale, the Cachinches Creek’s strategic location 

suggests a natural connection between the two most impor-

tant natural habitats in the city; El Charco del Ingenio on the 

east and Presa Allende on the west. 

Similarly, besides passing through the Historic district, the Creek 

runs alongside a number of important Artistic and Cultural ven-

ues like Fabrica La Aurora , heightening its unique status as a 

prominent connecting element in the city.

Unfortunately, although San Miguel de Allende is a relatively 

pedestrian-friendly city, the most widely used transportation 

mode is the car, encouraged largely by the inexistent infra-

structure for bicycles.  This situation provides the possibility to 

incorporate bicycle paths along the Cachinches in order to 

promote the use of this vehicle in the city.

Accessibility
As previously mentioned, there is limited planned access to 

the Creek but despite of this, kids find a way to reach its river-

bed and use it instinctively as playground posing an imminent 

threat to their health due to the poor environmental condition 

of the creek. Figure 16 shows the areas along the creek that 
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Figure 16 Main and Secondary Roads. (Angel, 2012)
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have either existing or potential access to the Creek’s banks.

As it can also be appreciated it in Figure 16, the Cachinches 

Creek is situated near a number of prominent roads in the mu-

nicipality allowing residents and visitors to effortlessly arrive to 

the site via auto or even by foot. Furthermore, its position right 

next to the main bus station provides the opportunity for re-

gional visitors to easily reach the location.

03.2 Stream Elements
Stream scale factors that influence the stream’s functionality, 

physical and environmental conditions include the following: 

Illegal Discharges
Runoff is the most recurrent, yet not the only source of pollutants 

that affect the ecological quality of the Cachinches Creek; 

with the intention of reporting to the authorities and alerting 

the local population about the current situation of water re-
Figure 17 Children Playing in the Creek. (Griffith & Owens, 2012)

Figure 18 Road’s end; no vehicular nor pedestrian access. (Arias, 2010)
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source management in the city, Terry R. Griffith and Janna Y. 

Owens conducted a survey of the Cachinches Creek and dis-

covered a variety of pollutants being directly discharged into 

the stream (Griffith & Owens, 2012).

The illegal discharges occurred mostly in the lower section of 

the Creek, past the highway Libramiento a Dolores (PPKBZON 

Freeway), on the western side of the city. They varied from raw 

sewage in different locations to a white foul industrial waste 

that came from La Esmeralda, a local milk products factory. 

Channels that carried 100% wastewater were found past the 

railroad track and it was discovered that this water was being 

used for irrigation in the adjacent fields (Griffith & Owens, 2012). 

The eastern side of the Creek also had a number of sewage 

discharges that appeared to come directly from residential 

units adjacent to the creek as well as from the former munici-

pal slaughterhouse, located just east from the main station. In 

addition to this, it was mentioned that there could be a pos-

sibility that the sewer line that runs directly on the riverbed of 

the creek has leakages around the Cuevitas area given the 

significant and constant flow found in this zone (Griffith & Ow-

ens, 2012).

Other pollutants found at the time of the survey included large 

amounts of trash, especially around the market areas. Figure 

19 shows the location of the discharges according to the de-

scription given by Terry R. Griffith and Janna Y. Owens.
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Figure 19 Pollution spots along the Cachinches Creek, 2012. (Angel J., 2012)
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Flow
Today the Cachinches flow greatly depends on the events of 

precipitation, however, as it has previously been mentioned, 

the stream hosted a constant current at one point in history 

and therefore it would be an environmental asset to restore the 

perennial quality of the Creek. 

In order to plan a design proposal (described in the following 

Chapter) for the regeneration of the creek’s stream and the 

development of an adjacent linear park, it is important to un-

derstand the flow of water expected both during the regular 

rainy season as well as in the event of exceptional rainfall.

In 2011, the local authorities conducted a study to determine 

these values and found out that the expected Maximum Flow 

in a period of 1000 years is in the order of 346.14 m3/s. Similarly, 

the study concluded that the average flow during the rainy 

season is 57 m3/s (H. Ayuntamineto de San Miguel de Allende, 

2011)

 

Morphology
The existing path of the Cachinches Creek seems to be the 

original course created centuries ago and naturally modified 

with the passing of the years. Nevertheless, given the fact that 

it crosses the urban area, its shape has been altered a cou-

ple of times with the intention of protecting the houses found 

along its banks from flooding events (work, which was never 

concluded).  

The Creek has an average width of 35 meters but in some sec-

tions its width only reaches 15 meters. Today, the middle sec-

tion is the narrowest of the Cachinches Creek, given the fact 

that it runs through a dense urban zone. In this area the stream 

has concrete walls on both sides, which alter the local climate 

Figure 20 Max and Mean Water Levels expected for the Cachinches 
Creek. (Angel J., 2012)
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by promoting the Heat Island Effect.

After passing through the denser urban area, the creek grad-

ually looses depth and noticeably increases its width and by 

the time it crosses the rail track the stream’s channel becomes 

so shallow that it seems to disappear into the floodplain be-

fore it reaches the Allende Dam. These shallow areas would 

require having their section modified in order to cope with the 

projected maximum water flow and also comfortably fit the 

mean water flow. Similarly, the intervention of the creek section 

would free up space for the linear park.

According to the municipality of San Miguel de Allende, the 

Cachinches Creek should have, by federal mandate of the 

National Water Commission (CONAGUA), an unobstructed 

section (clear width) of 38 meters along its entire path; moreo-

ver, the Municipality of San Miguel de Allende recommended 

to stretch this course to 45 meters in order to have the possibil-

ity of adding vehicular traffic to this section (Municipio de San 

Miguel de Allende, 2011). 

With regards to it stratigraphic profile, the Cachinches Creek 

is composed of a layer of sandy semi-compacted clay that 

lies on a stratum of silty, densely compacted sand. Substantial 

boulders and river stones of different sizes sit on top the clay (H. 

Ayuntamineto de San Miguel de Allende, 2011).  

 

The following diagrams provide a graphic summary of the ex-

isting profiles of the Cachinches Creek, where it can be no-

ticed that some parts preserve its natural shape, while others 

have been modified. Likewise, the sections demonstrate the 

wide and shallow areas that require intervention to cope with 

the anticipated water flows.

Figure 21 Cachinches Creek Stratigraphic Profile. (Angel J., 2012)
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Figure 22 Cachinches Creek: Transverse Sections km 01 (Angel J. , 2012)
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Figure 23 Cachinches Creek: Transverse Sections km 02 (Angel J. , 2012)
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Figure 24 Cachinches Creek: Transverse Sections km 03 (Angel J. , 2012)
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Figure 25 Cachinches Creek: Transverse Sections km 04 (Angel J. , 2012)
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Figure 26 Cachinches Creek: Transverse Sections km 05 (Angel J. , 2012)
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Figure 27 Cachinches Creek: Transverse Sections km 06 (Angel J. , 2012)
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Figure 28 Cachinches Creek: Transverse Sections km 07 (Angel J. , 2012)
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03.1 SWOT Analysis
The SWOT analysis presented in the following pages summa-

rizes the Strengths (S) and Weaknesses (W) that characterize 

the current situation of the Cachinches Creek. Additionally, 

Opportunities (O) and Threats (T) are the summary of those el-

ements that on a larger scope could influence the develop-

ment of the Cachinches GreCo proposals.

Strenghts
•	 Location: Its strategic location near to the Historic 

Downtown and its proximity to two of the main bio-

diversity hotspots in the city (Charco del Ingenio and 

Presa Allende) give the Cachinches Creek a key sta-

tus. 

•	 Longitude: Its almost 7 kilometers of longitude allow 

the Cachinches to serve as a natural runoff collector 

for a large portion of the city, playing a central role 

in the stormwater management in the city.

•	 Land Uses: There is wide variety of land uses adja-

cent to the Creek that range from Educational, Artis-

tic, Cultural to Hospitality and other locally significant 

services. Similarly, there is an assortment of commer-

cial spaces as well as a small natural area and even 

agricultural fields.

•	 Connectivity: its unique location gives the Cachinch-

es the possibility to act as an important connecting 

space in San Miguel de Allende.

•	 Accessibility: Main and secondary roads, in addition 

to its closeness to the main bus station (the primary 

regional travel hub in the city) create the possibility 

for people to effortlessly reach the location.

Weaknesses
•	 Flow: the current intermittent flow has resulted in the 

disappearance of most of the riparian biodiversity 

that once characterized the Cachinches Creek.

•	 Biodiversity: the deteriorated biodiversity found 

along the Cachinches demonstrates the low envi-

ronmental value that this stream currently posses.

•	 Pollution: illegal direct discharges into the riverbed 
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damage severely the environmental quality of the 

Cachinches Creek. Additionally, the creek is sensate 

to combined sewage overflow during intense rain 

events.

•	 Morphology: the unconcluded works carried in 1998 

by the CONAGUA have altered the natural morphol-

ogy of the stream, contributing to its poor environ-

mental quality.

•	 Irregular settlements: deficient urban planning prac-

tices have endorsed the appearance of illegal and 

irregular settlements affecting directly the stream’s 

physical characteristics.

•	 Urban Image: the inexistent urban image along the 

creek is also the product of poor urban planning 

practices. The messy visual quality that characterizes 

the Cachinches contributes to the negative relation-

ship between creek and residents.

•	 Accessibility: limited direct pedestrian access to the 

Creek’s banks also contributes to the poor relation-

ship between local residents and the water stream.

Opportunities
•	 World Heritage Site Status: this appointment by the 

UNESCO has propelled San Miguel de Allende as the 

main inland destination in Mexico for tourism.

•	 Tourism: tourism plays and important role in the con-

solidation of San Miguel de Allende as an interna-

tional destination, therefore it forces the authorities 

to pay special attention to the overall image of the 

city (this does not only include the visual image, but 

it also refers to the overall quality of the various ser-

vices that the municipality provide).

•	 Cultural and Artistic Scene: the cultural and artistic 

scene in the city has not only attracted tourism but 

also a large group of international residents that en-

rich the social strata of San Miguel de Allende. 

•	 Multicultural Community: The various NGO’s and 

Non-profit organizations that are largely managed 

by expats, demonstrate this group’s ability of posi-

tively influencing the growth of the municipality. The 

previous serves as a background to make an argu-
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ment that the local community has the capability to 

be participant in the development of a project like 

the Cachinches GreCo, which overall intention is to 

improve the quality of life of San Miguel de Allende’s 

residents.

•	 Increased Political Awareness: the increased aware-

ness of sustainable development practices in the 

municipal governing bodies represents an opportu-

nity for the Cachinches GreCo.

•	 Public Spaces: the current limited offer of public 

spaces, especially parks, suggests the need for new 

quality spaces that satisfy the needs of the commu-

nity. The lack of parks is an important factor that justi-

fies the development of Cachinches GreCo project.

•	 Busy Downtown: the noisy and sometimes over-

crowded condition of the central district calls for 

the development of new recreational and cultural 

spaces that can alleviate its busy situation.

•	 Creek’s new width Dimensions: the mandate given 

by the CONAGUA coupled with the recommenda-

tions of the municipality to have a clear width of 45 

meters along the entire length of the Cachinches 

Creek provides the opportunity to develop a con-

tinuous linear part along its banks.

•	 Creek’s Location: its location provides the Cachinch-

es Creek to serve as an important link between El 

Charco del Ingenio and Presa Allende, situation that 

provides the opportunity to recuperate the once ex-

isting biological corridor. 

•	 Runoff: the natural topography of San Miguel de Al-

lende allows a large amount of runoff to reach the 

Cachinches Creek. This runoff can be regarded as 

an opportunity, if properly handled, to feed the per-

ennial channel of the proposed design for the Creek.

Threats
•	 Education: limited environmental awareness, which 

is the indication of poor education in the community, 

is evident in the various illegal discharges of untreat-

ed wastewater and other pollutants into the creek. 
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Without the eradication of this issue there is continu-

ous threat of misuse of the Cachinches Creek and its 

eventual park.

•	 Irregular settlements: irregular settlements are likely 

to represent a problem during eventual negotiations 

for relocation (many illegal homes would need to be 

relocated by federal mandate in order to have the 

clear width of 45 meters) and therefore this situation 

could represent a threat for the development of a 

linear park.

•	 Water Quality: current surface water quality is at un-

safe levels and consequently symbolizes health haz-

ard for the community given the fact that this water 

is primarily used for irrigation of agriculture, which is 

sold to and consumed by the local residents.

•	 Water Management Regulations: the infringement 

and the lack of policy enforcement in terms of wa-

ter resource management pose a severe risk to the 

health of the community.

•	 Runoff: runoff that reaches the Cachinches could 

potentially result in damaging floods in the event of 

extraordinary precipitation if it is not handled prop-

erly. Similarly, untreated runoff carries a lot of pollut-

ants that severely affect the quality of surface water 

and therefore, it also poses a health risk for the entire 

society.

•	 Wastewater: untreated wastewater discharges from 

the upland communities deteriorate the environ-

mental quality of the entire stream network (Colo-

nias Dam – Obraje Dam – Cachinches Creek – Al-

lende Dam)
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S W

O T

trenghts

pportunities

eaknesses

hreats

• Location
• Longitude
• Land Uses
• Connectivity
• Accessibility

• Flow
• Biodiversity
• Pollution
• Morphology
• Irregular settlements
• Urban Image
• Accessibility

• Education
• Irregular settlements
• Water Quality
• Water Management Regulations
• Runoff
• Wastewater

• World Heritage Site Status
• Tourism
• Cultural and Artistic Scene
• Multicultural Community
• Increased Political Awareness
• Public Spaces
• Busy Downtown
• Creek’s new width Dimensions
• Creek’s Location
• Runoff

Table 4 SWOT Analysis Summary Chart. (Angel J., 2012)
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After analyzing and identifying the most recurrent and most 

important issues that influence the Creek’s current condition, it 

is turn to develop a series of design proposals that in conjunc-

tion will remediate and improve the physical, functional, envi-

ronmental and aesthetical characteristics of the Cachinches 

Creek.

The first section in this chapter gives a series of WSUD recom-

mendations that aim at enhancing the Creek’s overall func-

tionality. The second part of this chapter intends to provide 

a design description for the linear park component of the 

Cachinches GreCo through the characterization of four identi-

fied zones.

04.1 Creek Design

Repairing the morphological quality and restoring the environ-

mental value, as well as improving the storm water manage-

ment functionality of the Cachinches Creek requires a holistic 

approach heightened by punctual green infrastructure inter-

ventions that endorse WSUD technical solutions.  

The Creek’s design for Cachinches GreCo is guided by two 

main objectives; the first one intends to recreate its once per-

ennial water flow by introducing a series of narrow and shallow 

channels at the bottommost part of the existing riverbed. The 

second one has as ultimate goal to improve the quality of the 

water that flows through the Creek and eventually reaches the 

Allende dam. This second proposal is composed of a 3-tier fil-

tration system.

Perennial Channels

Providing a continuous flow would prove vital in the aspirations 

to effectively restore aquatic (riparian) habitats and ecosys-

tems throughout the entire length of the creek, while at the 

same time providing constant current to the proposed Wet-

lands (described in later in this chapter) at the end of the Creek.

The perennial stream design for the creek is composed of a 
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single channel comprised of four different cross sections that 

range in width from 1 to 2.5 meters and have a shallow depth 

of 15 centimeters. The channel will run uninterruptedly in the 

creek for a total distance of 6 kilometers before disappearing 

into the Wetlands on the west side of the City. 

This shallow and narrow passage is a constructed canal intro-

duced to the bottommost section of the Creek’s riverbed, be-

coming the perennial water component of the stream, with-

out interrupting the flow during ordinary rain seasons neither in 

cases of exceptional precipitation. (see image XX)

The water that will fill the introduced stream will emanate main-

ly from the upland reservoirs of El Obraje and Las Colonias. Cur-

rently, these dams only release water when their capacity is 

surpassed and therefore the introduction of a controlled over-

flow system would be required to provide a constant flow of 

water into the Cachinches Creek.

The two reservoirs have a total combined storage capacity of 

approximately 2,550,0002  cubic meters; the Obraje Dam has a 

capacity of 337,500m3 while the Colonias Dam has a capacity 

of 2,212,500m3. This stored capacity would be enough to feed 

water into the creek’s perennial stream for about 3 months be-

fore they run out of water. A description and assessment on the 

proposed perennial stream system is conducted in the follow-

ing chapter.

 2 This value assumes an average depth of 1.5m in both dams, multiplied 
by their areas taken from CAD documents provided by the Municipality.
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Perennial Water Level (PW)

Average Water Level (AW)

Maximum Water Level (MW)

Perennial Stream Channel

MW

AW

PW

MW

AW
Before Perennial Stream

With Perennial Stream

Figure 29 Proposed Perennial Stream. Section Type 01: 2.5 m wide x .15 m deep (Angel J. , 2012)
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Perennial Water Level (PW)

Average Water Level (AW)

Maximum Water Level (MW)

Perennial Stream Channel

PW

MW

AW

MW

AW

Before Perennial Stream

With Perennial Stream

Figure 30 Proposed Perennial Stream. Section Type 02: 2 m wide x .15 m deep (Angel J. , 2012)
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Perennial Water Level (PW)

Average Water Level (AW)

Maximum Water Level (MW)

Perennial Stream Channel

MW

AW

MW

PW

AW

Before Perennial Stream

With Perennial Stream

Figure 31 Proposed Perennial Stream. Section Type 01: 1.5 m wide x .15 m deep (Angel J. , 2012)
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Perennial Water Level (PW)

Average Water Level (AW)

Maximum Water Level (MW)

Perennial Stream Channel

MW

AW

MW

AW

PW

Before Perennial Stream

With Perennial Stream

Figure 32 Proposed Perennial Stream. Section Type 02: 1 m wide x .15 m deep (Angel J. , 2012)
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Filtration System
The filtration strategy for water passing through the Cachinch-

es GreCo, including the one coming from the upland reservoirs 

as well as urban rainwater runoff, is composed of a three-tier or 

three-step system. The system includes 1) Bioretention Swales, 

2) Biotope Shield Ponds and 3) Phytoremediation Wetlands. To-

gether, these WSUD interventions will combine to substantially 

improve the quality of water that runs across the Cachinches’ 

network.

01. Bioretention Swales

Bioretention swales are shallow landscape depressions that 

drain from below, relying on engineered soils and enhanced 

vegetation and filtration to remove pollution and reduce 

downstream runoff. These trenches manage and treat runoff 

from precipitation events (Hoyer, Dickhaut, Kronawitter, & We-

ber, 2011).

In this project, Bioretention swales, besides capturing storm 

water runoff from the heavily sealed urban areas; they will 

also assist in restoring groundwater recharge and will serve as 

the first component of the proposed cleaning system for the 

Cachinches GreCo.

These swales will be located on both sides of the creek along-

side its banks and will capture runoff from the 12 sub-water-

sheds that flow into the Cachinches Creek. Through gravity, 

following the natural topographic characteristics of the site, 

these swales will conduct runoff to a series of Biotope Shield

Figure 33. Bioretention Swale in Lynbrook, Australia. (www.wsud.org, 2012)
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Figure 34. Bioretention Swale Proposal for the Cachinches GreCo (Angel J., 2012)
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Ponds, located at the base of the creek’s riverbed before re-

leasing the water into the Creek.

02. Biotope Shield Ponds

The second layer of the 3-tier system is composed of a series 

of Biotope “Shields”. These shields are ponds that will be lo-

cated strategically throughout the Creek, directly below the 

discharges of the Bioretention Swales.

Biotopes are landscape components that deliberately host 

plants, often reeds, and sometimes animals to provide ecologi-

cal stability. They are used in WSUD practices to improve wa-

ter quality through natural oxygenation and other processes 

(Hoyer, Dickhaut, Kronawitter, & Weber, 2011).

The Biotopes in the Cachinches GreCo will function as a shield 

by providing an additional filtration layer to the collected runoff 

before water reaches the creek’s core stream. Similarly, these 

ponds will help slowing down the runoff flow that arises from 

the Bioretention Swales and will provide inflitration services.

The function of the swales depends on their surface perme-

ability. In the particular case of the Cachinches GreCo, the 

swales will both, serve as infiltration agents and as runoff con-

veyors. Therefore, the proposed materials for the surface are 

a mixture of sands, silt and clay; materials that are abundantly 

available in this area. The permeability for this mixture is in the 

order of  kf = 10-7 according to the soil permeability chart in 

Table 5. This would allow the swales to have moderate perme-

ability that will fulfill both objectives.

Figure 35. Biotope Pond. (http://www.shntc-kento.jp, 2012
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Figure 36. Biotope Shield Pond Proposal for the Cachinches GreCo (Angel J., 2012)
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03. Phytoremediation Wetlands

The third and last component of the filtration system for the 

Cachinches GreCo is the Phytoremediation Wetlands.

Constructed stormwater Wetlands are man-made systems that 

mimic the structure and function of a natural wetland. They 

are able to remove pollutants through a variety of mechanisms 

including microbial breakdown of pollutants, plant intake, re-

tention, and adsorption, amongst others. These wetlands are 

able to promote the growth of microbial populations, which 

can extract carbon and nutrients and potentially reduce Bio-

Table 5 Surface Permeability Coefficients (Stadt Bottrop, 2005)

chemical Oxygen Demand  (BOD) and fecal coliform levels 

concentrations (Metropolitan Council & Barr Engineering Co., 

2001).

Phytoremediation is the use of plants for in situ removal, degra-

dation, or retention of pollutants in soils, sediments, surface wa-

ter or groundwater (United Nations Environment Programme, 

2012).

In the particular case of Cachinches GreCo, the Phytoreme-

diation Wetlands will be a sequence of pools populated by a 

Figure 37 Small Constructed Wetland. (Trinity College Dublin, 2012)
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variety of plants that will provide one last filtering layer to the 

water carried by the Cachinches Creek. They will be located 

on the westernmost point of the Cachinches Creek’s path and 

will replace about 1km of its length.  These wetlands, together 

with the other 2 components of the 3-tier system, will provide 

noticeable improvements in downstream water quality while 

serving as flood mitigation structures. 

The size of the Phytoremediation Wetlands will be determined 

by following the wetland/watershed ratio chart as proposed 

by Schueler (see Table 6). The total area required for the Phy-

toremediation Wetlands in the Cachinches GreCo will range 

between 25 and 50 hectares3.

Figure 38 Phytoremediation Explained. (Angel J. , 2011)

Table 6  Design Criteria for Storm water Wetlands. (Schueler, 1992)

 3 2,500 hectares of Watershed Area that feed the Cachinches Creek x 
.01 or .02 ratio as per Schueler ‘s Design Criteria Chart. (Schueler, 1992)
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04.2 Park Design
Utilizing the analysis conducted in Chapter 03 and consider-

ing the 10 principles of the One Planet Living initiative, the fol-

lowing pages aim at describing possible uses and ambiences 

for the Linear Park. It is important to note that the design for 

such a project would require the study and recommendations 

from an interdisciplinary group of planning professionals in col-

laboration with the local community, therefore this information 

should be considered as an initial narrative of how this public 

space could be developed.

 

The description of the Linear Park is defined and described in 

four Character Zones that respond to the SWOT analysis gener-

ated previously. The Character Zones are intended to function 

as a zoning agent for the Cachinches GreCo. They pay special 

attention to the current land uses throughout the length of the 

creek and their potential evolution in accordance to the envi-

ronmental quality of their surroundings.

The recommended appeals for the Character Zones range 

from educational and recreational use to areas supporting en-

vironmental services as well as zones promoting the historical 

and cultural heritage of the city. The proposed names for these 

zones are the following: 

• Urban Environmental (UE)

• Urban Cultural (UC) 

• Urban Historical (UH)

• Urban Recreational (UR)

Urban Environmental (UE)
The Urban Environmental zone is characterized on one hand, 

by the preservation of the last “untouched” areas along the 

Cachinches Creek, and on the other, by incorporating mean-

ingful WSUD features that will assist in the overall improvement 

of storm water management resources in San Miguel de Al-

lende.
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The proposed use of these zones is mainly Environmental Ser-

vices, however, keeping in mind the proposal to physically link 

El Charco del Ingenio and the Allende dam, it would allow ac-

cess to pedestrian and bicycle traffic. Access to these areas 

will also allow the provision of a series of biodiversity observa-

tion decks close to meaningful habitats, where visitors can be 

able to learn about the valuable environmental services that 

these habitats provide.

 

On the westernmost portion of this zone, the proposal also in-

cludes replacing the areas taken for the construction of the 

Wetlands with new vertical or greenhouse agriculture spaces 

to continue the production of local products such as chamo-

mile and cilantro (coriander.) The clean water resulting from 

the 3-tier filtration system would provide the irrigation needs for 

these new agricultural spaces. Additionally, the organic matter 

resulting from the maintenance of the Park could be treated 

and used as compost for these agricultural spaces. 

Urban Cultural (UC)

Urban Cultural refers to the area along the park that, because 

of its proximity to important design and cultural places (like the 

Amphiteathre and Fábrica La Aurora), nurses the potential of 

becoming a new artistic corridor in San Miguel de Allende. 

Besides complying with the environmental and demonstration-

al goals of the Creek, this area would embrace the collabora-

tion of local artists to promote their works in different ways: from 

permanent and temporary installations to exhibitions with dif-

ferent media as well as special events, functioning as an open-

air art gallery.

The attractiveness of this area would foster interaction be-

tween different social and age groups of the community, 

which could assist in bridging the gap between social classes 

by addressing the segregation issue that presently character-

izes the city.

Urban Historical (UH)

This zone of the Cachinches GreCo receives its special charac-
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terization given the fact that it is the portion of the Creek that 

belongs to the World Heritage Site, and as such it should be an 

area that promotes and celebrates the historical richness of 

the city.

It would function in a similar way as the Urban Cultural zone; 

by displaying, permanently or temporarily, the city’s historical 

heritage in an array of media, or through the development or 

tying-in of local festivals. 

Similarly, this zone, given its current Land Use characteristics 

and its location in the city, would encourage the consumption 

of local organic products by extending or relocating the exist-

ing Mercado into the park. This market can offer the products 

harvested in the Agriculture hubs envisioned for the Urban En-

vironmental (UE) Zone.

In addition to the organic market, this area would be an ideal 

spot to have an arts & crafts market that offers traditional ob-

jects and thus preserves local identity.

Urban Recreational  (UR)
Finally, the recreational area intends to provide new quality 

spaces for leisure, including kids playgrounds and BBQ areas, 

amongst others.  The Urban Recreational zone is proposed for 

an area where there are a handful of undeveloped plots avail-

able, which might be able to be added to the Cachinches 

GreCo in order to provide sufficient space for small sport fields. 

Given its recreational appeal, this area also provides a great 

opportunity to raise awareness of stormwater management 

through the development of rainwater-adaptable spaces, 

which would function in a very similar way to the Water Square 

(see fig xx) originally proposed by De Urbanisten and Studio 

Marco Vemeulen for Rotterdam (Boer, 2007).

Above all, the Cachinches GreCo should seek to promote Sus-

tainable Water Management practices through its fully func-

tional and demonstrational WSUD features located throughout 

the Park.
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On the same note, uses and activities in the Linear Park should 

seek to stimulate the active participation of San Miguel de Al-

lende’s inhabitants, undistinguished of their nationality or so-

cioeconomic background with the purpose of strengthening 

the sense of community in the city and also creating steward-

ship.  This, with the intention of making the Cachinches GreCo 

a resilient project which is proudly guarded and taken care by 

both, residents and visitors of San Miguel de Allende.

Similarly, the park should provide continuous pedestrian and 

bicycle paths along its entire length in order to create a tran-

sitable link between El Charco del Ingenio and Presa Allende, 

functioning almost like an urban ecological trail.

Furthermore, the Cachinches GreCo should utilize easily avail-

able local materials for paving and landscape construction. 

The vegetation utilized for the park should be taken from the 

increasingly noteworthy local nursery of El Charco del Inge-

nio. Finally, the street furniture required for the park should be 

commissioned largely to local designers and manufacturers. 

Finally, the construction work of the Cachinches GreCo should 

be conducted by qualified residents of San Miguel de Allende; 

all of this with the intention to support the city’s economical 

development.
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This chapter seeks to evaluate the design proposals of the 

components of the Cachinches GreCo. It will initiate by provid-

ing a technical evaluation, followed by additional recommen-

dations to achieve a perennial water flow for the proposed 

stream. The chapter will then assess the 3-tier filtration system 

and will conclude with an evaluation summary of the char-

acter zones proposed for the Linear Park against the ten OPL 

principles.

05.1 Creek Design

Perennial Channels
In order to assess the feasibility of having a perennial stream in 

the Cachinches GreCo, it is necessary to estimate the water 

flow rate expected for the proposed canal. This short evalua-

tion will be done by following a tool often used in hydraulic en-

gineering for stream designs; the Gauckler, Manning & Strickler 

(GSM) formula4. It is important to make note that the purpose 

of the following exercise is to roughly demonstrate the feasi-

bility of the constant flow hypothesis and that a professional 

study would be required to certify the outcomes.

The results of the following calculations will then, determine for 

how long can the upland reservoirs of the Colonias and the 

Obraje Dam are able to provide a constant flow.

The GSM formula states that:

V = Kst * Rh
2/3 * S1/2  

if  Rh = A/Pw , then V = Kst * [A/Pw ]2/3 * S1/2

and if Q = V * A, when substituting V, then 

[Q/A] = Kst * [A/Pw ]2/3 * S1/2 , and finally:

Q = A * Kst * [A/Pw ]2/3 * S1/2

where:

V      is the cross-sectional average velocity (m/s)

Kst     is the Strickler coefficient (m1/3/s)
 4  Original Formula in German: Vm =kst * rhy 

2/3 * IE
1/2 (Strickler, 1923)
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Rh      is the hydraulic radius (m)

S     is the slope of the water surface or the linear 

hydraulic head loss 

Q      is the flow rate of the creek (m3/s)

Rh      is the hydraulic radius (m)

A      is the wet surface area (m2)

Pw     is the wet surface perimeter (m)

The following paragraphs narrate the outcomes of applying 

the formula to the four section types of the perennial stream 

proposed for the Cachinches GreCo:

First, the slope resulting from a drop of 90 meters throughout 

the longitude of the creek, which is approximately 7kms, re-

sults in .0129. For practical purposes, it is assumed that this slope 

value occurs constantly along the length of the creek and will 

be applied to all section types.

Secondly, the surface of the engineered channels will be com-

posed of compacted clay with local stones of different size. 

According to the Strickler’s value chart, the Kst value for this 

surface type would be 25 m1/3/s. (Lecher, Lühr, & Zanke, 2001)

Table 7 Strickler Value Chart. Source: (Schneider, 2012)
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Having these two common numbers, the next step is to find the 

hydraulic ratio values for the different section types and apply-

ing them to the Manning-Strickler formula.

Section Type 01: Has a 2.5 m width at the hydraulic head and 

a shallow depth of only 15cms.  Other values include:

A = .483 m2

Pw = 2.76 m

Kst = 25 m1/3/s 

S =  .0129

Applied to the formula, the results are:

Q = .483 m2 * 25 m1/3/s * [.175 m]2/3 * .01291/2

Q = .429 m3/s

Since this section type is proposed for approximately 2,500 m 

out of the 6,000 m of the constructed stream’s longitude, its es-

timated Q has an overall weight of 41.7% towards the total av-

erage water flow rate of the creek (Qave). Q1 is then .179 m3/s.

Section Type 02: Has a 2 m width at the hydraulic head and the 

same depth as Section Type 01. Its other values are:

A = .383 m2

Pw = 2.26 m

Kst = 25 m1/3/s 

S =  .0129 

Applied to the formula, the results are:

Q = .383 m2 * 25 m1/3/s * [.169 m]2/3 * .01291/2

Q = .332 m3/s 

Figure 39 Perennial Channel Section Type 01 (Angel J., 2011) Figure 40 Perennial Channel Section Type 02 (Angel J., 2011)
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Since this section type is proposed for approximately 2,000 m 

out of the 6,000 m of the constructed stream’s longitude, its es-

timated Q has an overall weight of 33.3% towards the total av-

erage water flow rate of the creek (Qave). Q2 is then .110 m3/s.

Since this section type is proposed for approximately 1,000 m 

of the 6,000 m of the constructed stream’s longitude, its esti-

mated Q has an overall weight of 16.7% towards the total av-

erage water flow rate of the creek (Qave). Q3 is then .0396 m3/s.

Section Type 03: Has a 1.5 m width at the hydraulic head and 

the same depth as the previous sections. Its other values are:

A = .283 m2

Pw = 1.76 m

Kst = 25 m1/3/s 

S =  .0129

Applied to the formula, the results are:

Q = .283 m2 * 25 m1/3/s * [.160 m]2/3 * .01291/2

Q = .237 m3/s

Section Type 04: Has a 1 m width at the hydraulic head and the 

same depth as the previous sections. (see image)

A = .183 m2

Pw = 1.26 m

Kst = 25 m1/3/s 

S =  .0129

Applied to the formula, the results are:

Q = .183 m2 * 25 m1/3/s * [.145 m]2/3 * .01291/2

Q = .143 m3/s 

Figure 41 Perennial Channel Section Type 03 (Angel J., 2011) Figure 42 Perennial Channel Section Type 04 (Angel J., 2011)
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Since this section type is proposed for approximately 500 m 

of the constructed stream’s longitude, its estimated Q has an 

overall weight of 8.3% towards the total average water flow 

rate of the creek (Qave). Q4 is then .0119 m3/s.

The total average water flow that results from the four section 

types proposed along the creek is the following:

Qave = Q1 + Q1 + Q3 + Q4 

Qave= .340 m3/s

If a day has 86,400 seconds, then every day, the stream will 

require 29,376 m3 of water. Since the reservoirs have an estimat-

ed total storage of 2,550,000 m3, they would be able to provide 

water to the creek for 87 days before they ran out of water. 

While water from the reservoirs would be the primary source 

for the Cachinches GreCo perennial stream, this will not be the 

only source; during the rainy season, urban runoff will be col-

lected by the Bioretention systems in the creek and will provide 

considerable flow to the stream. Additionally, the constructed 

wetland of Parque Landeta on El Charco del Ingenio, is ex-

pected to treat an average of 5 litres per second of raw sew-

age (Putney, 2006) from the Landeta community contributing 

to the volume of the Colonias Dam and therefore add to its 

overflow capacity.

SImilarly, there will be an increase of runoff coming from the 

upper grounds given the construction of new suburban resi-

dential areas like Zirandaro, which project contemplates the 

modification (deepening the cross section and concrete seal-

ing the surface) of two streams that flow into the Colonias Dam. 

(Desarrollo Habitacional, Comercial y de Servicios Zirándaro, 

2011)

All these sources provide a reason to believe that a perennial 

flow could be restored in the Cachinches Creek and there-

fore considerably improve the ecological value of the creek, 

providing a new thriving biological corridor from El Charco del 

Ingenio to the Ignacio Allende Dam.

Additional recommendations to both, increase the flow in the 
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creek as well as relief the pressure in the WWTP include decen-

tralizing gray water in the area adjacent to the Cachinches 

Greco. The gray water from this area could be channeled 

to the various Biotope Shield Ponds along the creek, where it 

would receive a first filtering treatment and then it would be 

released into the perennial stream and run through the Phy-

toremediation Wetlands before being discharged into the Al-

lende dam.

Further suggestions to improve the flow in the Creek include 

the cleaning of sludge residue in the upland reservoirs in order 

to magnify their capacity. Similarly, the volume of these dams 

could increase by expanding their areas; the Colonias dam 

could be stretched horizontally, while the Obraje dam could 

have its containing walls raised.

Filtration System
The 3- tier filtration system proposed in this paper would require 

further studies and calculations to determine its proper func-

tionality. However, on a large scale, the combination of these 

WSUD interventions would inherently improve the quality of 

downstream water for the benefit of the community.  

Bioretention swales, Biotope ponds and Phytoremediation 

wetlands will significantly contribute to the visual aesthetics of 

the San Miguel de Allende by adding attractive vegetated 

landscape to the Cachinches GreCo. These Water Sensitive in-

terventions will enhance the vegetation and wildlife habitats in 

the urban area and provide a continuous and buoyant green 

corridor between El Charco del Ingenio and Presa Allende.

Additionally, these interventions will serve as educational fea-

tures by demonstrating their functionality to all the park’s visi-

tors. Likewise, It is also highly recommended to approach the 

community to collaborate with the planting process in the mul-

tiple filtration system. Their participation in the process would 
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promote sustainable awareness and at the same time en-

courage a sense of stewardship that in turn would result in the 

community looking over for the wellbeing of the Cachinches 

GreCo.

The improved water quality resulting from the suggested fil-

tration system will be beneficial for the Ignacio Allende Dam, 

however, in order for this reservoir to have total improvements 

in the quality of its water, similar approaches need to be devel-

oped for the other watersheds that flow into it.

Similarly, in order to sustainably manage storm water in San 

Miguel de Allende, it is recommended to look at alternative 

WSUD solutions like Rain Gardens and Permeable Streets as 

well as Green Roofs and Green Walls to reduce runoff in the 

city. Another interesting approach would be the promotion 

of rainwater harvesting to replace potable water for irrigation 

and services. All these interventions would require the devel-

opment of a series of instruments like grants, subsidies as well as 

policies to achieve a positive impact.

Solutions for future developments that could aid in the overall 

water resource management in San Miguel de Allende should 

focus on treating pollution at its source. It is imperative that 

the local authorities enforce the various water quality regula-

tions in order to stop and prevent illegal discharges and other 

source of pollutants that reach the surface water bodies given 

the serious health hazards that these imply.

Lastly, it is of outmost importance to stress the value of the edu-

cational factor in the aspirations to improve the overall water 

resource management in the city.  Dissemination of sustain-

able knowledge should be a priority for the Municipality. 

05.2 Park Design 
Rather than utilizing the OPL initiative as a certification system, 

in this report it has been used as a guiding framework to de-

velop the proposals of the various activities and uses along the 

Linear Park. The following chart provides a summary of how, on 

a large scale, the Cachinches GreCo would be able to fulfill 

the principles endorsed by the One Planet Living:
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1. Zero Carbon

2. Zero Waste

3. Sustainable Transport

4. Sustainable Materials

No specific proposal has been given so far for energy efficiency. However, in future 

development of the Park’s design, the integration of energy efficient components 

like Solar Public Lights or Kinetic Energy Floor tiles could be advised.

Organic waste that results from the maintenance of the landscape in the Park will 

be composted and later used as nutrients for the Urban Agriculture Hubs. Sufficient 

provision of trash bins should be devised in the Park’s  future design development.

Pedestrian and bicycle paths along the entire length of the Cachinches GreCo 

are envisioned. Further goals should target improving the connection systems to 

important sites in San Miguel to develop a sound bicycle network in the city.

Cachinches GreCo  recommends using available local materials for landscape 

of the Park as well as plants from the local Nursery at El Charco del Ingenio. Exca-

vated soil to deepen the Creek’s section will be used within the creeks reshaping 

and landscape works.

Cachinches GreCo ProposalsOne Planet Living Objectives
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5. Local and sustainable Food

6. Sustainable Water

7. Land Use and Wildlife 

The promotion of local produce in the Organic Market will encourage the city’s 

inhabitants to buy seasonal products and reduce the environmental impact in 

the transportation of goods.  Healthier food would be produced by irrigating the 

Agricultural Hubs/Fields with the clean water that goes through the Cachinches 

GreCo filtering system.

The 3-tier filtering system will significantly improve the quality of downstream wa-

ter for the benefit of the entire community. The various green infrastructure in-

terventions will also serve as educational demonstration systems that will in turn 

aid in raising the awareness of Sustainable Water Management in San Miguel de 

Allende.

The restoration of the perennial stream will aid in the regeneration of the ripar-

ian habitats that once existed.  The provision of observation decks will promote 

awareness of the environmental services that these habitats provide. The crea-

tion of the biological corridor between El Charco del Ingenio and Allende Dam 

will considerably improve biodiversity in the Urban Area.

The creation of Character Zones will assist in improving the Urban Image of this 

area in the city, contributing to the consolidation of local identity. The promotion 
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of arts, crafts, culture, gastronomy and history in permanent and special exhibi-

tions/events will support the already booming cultural scene in San Miguel de 

Allende and contribute to its rich heritage.

Employment of local qualified force for the construction works as well as for the 

design and development of street furniture of the Cachinches GreCo will con-

tribute to local economy. Similarly, the improvement of water quality could have 

a considerable impact in the community by opening the possibility of using the 

Allende Dam for recreation and water sports activities which would create jobs 

and promote the development of this area.

Artistic, cultural, ecological, recreational and educational spaces will sponsor 

favorable exchange processes that  assist in bridging the gap of social inequality 

in San Miguel de Allende.  The development of the Park would create a series of 

new employments for the local community.

Active participation in the development and maintenance of the Cachinches 

GreCo will generate stewardship and sense of belonging. The provision of con-

tinuous paths along the creek will provide a much-needed space in the city for 

running and cycling.

8. Culture and Heritage

9. Equity and Local Economy

10. Health and Happiness

Table 8  Assessment of the Cachinches GreCo against the OPL Principles (Angel, 2012)
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Given the fact that one of the main objectives as traced in the 

introductory chapter was the improvement of Water Resource 

Management in the Cachinches Creek, the design proposal 

with regards to Water Sustainability is a lot more developed 

than the other nine categories. However, with the exception 

of Zero Energy, all the principles endorsed by the OPL Initiative 

have been incorporated in the overall concept proposed by 

the Cachinches GreCo.

As next steps it is recommended to further develop the design 

proposal of the park in order to address all the OPL principles in 

a more detailed manner. Future prospects for the Cachinches 

GreCo also include becoming a OPL partner with the inten-

tion of confirming the project and the city’s commitment to 

sustainability. This partnership could bring an array of benefits 

to San Miguel de Allende, similar to a certification with LEED or 

other programs, given the increasing positive reputation that 

the OPL is experiencing. 
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San Miguel de Allende, like any other city in this planet, has a 

handful of issues that require attention in order to continue the 

path towards its desired development. Water Resource Man-

agement represents today one of the most significant con-

cerns for the municipality; the current management practices 

are far from being sustainable and pose a worrisome threat to 

the health of its inhabitants. 

With the Allende aquifer being depleted, surface water bod-

ies will increasingly become the primary source of water in 

the municipality (EcoSystem Sciences Foundation, 2008).  The 

Cachinches Creek represents one of the most important sur-

face water bodies in San Miguel de Allende and therefore rep-

resents an important opportunity to lead the remediation of 

water bodies in San Miguel de Allende. 

The Creek’s severed environmental and physical condition, 

which exhibits the damaging effects of poor urban planning 

practices, offers the opportunity to develop a project with a 

holistic perspective that can tackle several issues at the same 

time. Cachinches GreCo identified several of the most recur-

rent and troubling issues along the creek and addressed them 

by using a combination of Water Sensitive Urban Design inter-

ventions and some design proposals guided by the One Planet 

Living initiative.

The use of these philosophies for the development of the 

Chachinches GreCo has resulted in an environmentally re-

sponsible and a socially integrative project that seeks to exhibit 

the potential benefits of the ideas endorsed in Water Sensitive 

Urban Design and the One Planet Living Initiative.

The results of this report demonstrate the benefits of a holistic 

approach towards distressing urban planning circumstances; 

the reinstitution of a perennial flow will signify the regeneration 

of riparian ecosystems along the Cachinches Creek. Similarly, 

the filtration system has the potential to both, assist stormwater 

management in the city, and improve the quality of water for 

the wellbeing of the community.
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Additionally, the visible characteristics of the various WSUD 

interventions inherently provide the opportunity to serve as 

demonstrational features, which ultimately aim towards raising 

awareness and promoting the smart use of water resources.

On the same note, the inclusive and integrative approach en-

dorsed in the design recommendations for the Park offer the 

prospect to strengthen a currently segregated community 

and enrich the quality of life of citizens of San Miguel de Al-

lende. Likewise, the consolidation of the Urban Image along 

the Creek by following the recommendations provided by the 

Character Zones will strengthen the city’s touristic appeal and 

ultimately increase its reputation as World Class destination.

In summary, the outcomes of this report exhibit the potential of 

a holistic Sustainable Development mind-set to effectively and 

intelligently address a combination of issues that would other-

wise be difficult to resolve and therefore, similar approaches 

should be considered when the need for new and retrofit pro-

jects arises.


